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SoftEnNet: Symbiotic Monocular Depth Estimation and Lumen
Segmentation for Colonoscopy Endorobots

Alwyn Mathew1, Ludovic Magerand2, Emanuele Trucco2 and Luigi Manfredi1∗

Abstract— Colorectal cancer is the third most common cause
of cancer death worldwide. Optical colonoscopy is the gold
standard for detecting colorectal cancer; however, about 25
percent of polyps are missed during the procedure. A vision-
based autonomous endorobot can improve colonoscopy pro-
cedures significantly through systematic, complete screening
of the colonic mucosa. The reliable robot navigation needed
requires a three-dimensional understanding of the environment
and lumen tracking to support autonomous tasks. We propose
a novel multi-task model that simultaneously predicts dense
depth and lumen segmentation with an ensemble of deep
networks. The depth estimation sub-network is trained in a
self-supervised fashion guided by view synthesis; the lumen
segmentation sub-network is supervised. The two sub-networks
are interconnected with pathways that enabling information
exchange and thereby mutual learning. As the lumen is in
the image’s deepest visual space, lumen segmentation helps
with the depth estimation at the farthest location. In turn, the
estimated depth guides the lumen segmentation network as the
lumen location defines the farthest scene location. Unlike other
environments, view synthesis often fails in the colon because of
the deformable wall, textureless surface, specularities, and wide
field of view image distortions, all challenges that our pipeline
addresses. We conducted qualitative analysis on a synthetic
dataset and quantitative analysis on a colon training model
and real colonoscopy videos. The experiments show that our
model predicts accurate scale-invariant depth maps and lumen
segmentation from colonoscopy images in near real-time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer was the third most reported cancer in
2020 and the second most causing death worldwide [1] in
both genders representing 10% of the global cancer incidence
and 9.4% of all cancer-caused deaths. Based on projections
of aging, population growth, and human development, the
global number of new CRC cases is expected to reach 3.2
million by 2040 [2]. The growing number of CRC cases
and rising incidence among younger generations continue to
impose a significant financial burden and public health chal-
lenge. CRC incidence has decreased or stabilized in a few
countries with high human development, owing primarily to
a healthier lifestyle and the implementation of a screening
program a decade ago. Early detection is a critical factor
in preventing metastasis, lowering mortality, and improving
future prognosis and quality of life. These statistical analyses
emphasize the importance of a healthy lifestyle to reduce
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risk factors, CRC screening programs for early detection,
and new research on CRC prevention and treatment.

The gold standard procedure for CRC screening is optical
colonoscopy because of its dual capability to visually inspect
the colonic mucosa and remove polyps that may eventually
become cancerous. This procedure is complex and causes
pain and discomfort. The outcome is related to the skill
of the operator [3]. Adenoma Detection Rate (ADR) is the
proportion of patients with at least one colorectal adenoma
detected among all patients examined by an endoscopist.
The ADR is one of the key parameters that assess the
outcome quality related to technical skills in performing
the procedure. Autonomous endorobots can improve the
quality and reduce the dependency of outcome on skills.
Such robots are medical devices [4] that can conduct a
systematic screening of the colonic mucosa with some level
of autonomy. The critical tasks of an on-board vision system
for navigation are identifying the advancing direction as well
as building a 3D reconstruction of the colon wall to perform
surgical tasks. Accuracy and fast processing are vital aspects
for real-time control of an autonomous endorobot [5].

This work reports a real-time monocular depth estimation
and lumen segmentation system for colonoscopy that can
pave the way for implementing autonomous locomotion and
surgical tasks. A monocular camera meets the constraint
if limited space inside the colon that makes the use of a
3D stereo vision difficult. Advantage of the proposed study
compared to previously reported work includes:

1) A novel multi-task network, SoftEnNet, that simulta-
neously predicting dense depth estimation and lumen
segmentation for endo robot navigation.

2) A symbiotic architecture between depth and lumen
sub-networks in the multi-task SoftEnNet network that
benefits both tasks.

3) A novel validity mask that removes pixels not con-
tributing to view synthesis from the loss calculation,
those are affected by specular lighting, low texture
surface, or violating the Lambertian assumption.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Depth Estimation

Monocular dense depth estimation from videos has re-
markably improved over the last few years, but the same
doesn’t apply to colonoscopy. Per-pixel depth estimation is
still an open problem in colonoscopy mainly because of the
low-textured, deformable and reflective colon surface. Super-
vised learning is not achievable as the colonoscope cannot
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Fig. 1. Multi-task training pipeline: Input images (Is, It) are successive frames from a video sequence. The depth sub-network predicts independent
per-pixel dense depth maps (Ds, Dt) form the source Is and target It images. The pose sub-network takes the concatenated image sequence (Is, It)
as input and predicts the rotation R and translation t that defines the transformation T between source and target images. The warp function takes the
predicted depths and poses to warp the source image coordinates to the target or vice versa. The image synthesis projects the source image Is to the
target image It with the warped image coordinates. The synthesized images are compared with real images to construct the loss. The image synthesis loss
outliers are removed with the clip function. The lumen sub-network locates the lumen (Ss, St) in the source Is and target It images. The pathways share
relevant features between task networks. A cross-entropy loss is used to guide the lumen decoder head with ground truth lumen segmentation (Ŝs, Ŝt).
The MLT weights the task losses enforces homoscedastic task uncertainty.

⊕
denotes image concatenation. At inference (yellow), only depth and lumen

sub-network will be used.

carry additional depth sensors to gather ground truth depth
maps due to the size restriction of the colon. The deformable
nature of the colon makes data obtained from computer
tomography (CT) of unreliable. Colon modeling clues and
characteristic geometry has been previously explored for
the 3D reconstruction of the colon. Hong et al. [6] used
colon fold contours to estimate depth. The colon surface was
reconstructed with a combination of structure-from-motion
(SfM) and shape-from-shading (SfS) techniques in Zhao et
al. [7] but resulted in inconsistent depth estimation. Images
from chromoendoscopy that produced enhanced colon sur-
face texture were used to improve SfM [8], [9], [10]. As
chromoendoscopy is not very common and computationally
expensive, these techniques have minimal application. Ma et
al. [11] used an SfM approach to generate pseudo ground
truth depth data, and that was used to train a deep learning
network to predict depth. Ma et al. [12] proposed a self-
supervised depth estimation method from video and enforced
temporal consistence between the frames. Synthetic data
generated from photo-realistic phantoms and CT scans have
been studied extensively to aid data-driven approaches [13],
[14]. These approaches are trained with rendered images, not
in real colonoscopy images, and thus perform poorly on real
data.

B. Semantic Segmentation

Most semantic segmentation of the colon target polyps,
whereas our segmentation sub-network focuses on lumen
segmentation which is essential for endorobot navigation.
Most initial attempts have used traditional image processing
techniques like watershed [15], Hough transform [16] and
canny edge detection [17]. Wang et al. [18] introduced
real-time polyp segmentation with SegNet [19] and with

fully convolutional dilation networks. Jha et al. [20] intro-
duced ResUNet++ that improved segmentation over UNet
architecture. Wang et al. [21] proposed a boundary-aware
neural network and Jha et al. [22] introduced Double UNet
architecture for segmentation. Huang et al. [23] uses a low
memory latency HarDNet backbone [24] with a Cascaded
Partial Decoder for fast and accurate polyp segmentation.
Tomar et al. [25] uses hard attention based on an iterative
refinement method using Otsu thresholding.

III. METHODS

The presented work simultaneously estimates the depth
and segment the lumen in a colonoscopy RGB image stream
with a novel multi-task network (Fig. 1). This network
consists of three subnetworks: depth, pose, and lumen.
The self-supervised depth sub-network is guided by view
synthesis loss between image frames. It takes a monocular
image as input and outputs a dense depth map. The pose
subnetwork predicts the rigid transformation Tt→s between
two input image frames. The predicted depth Dt along with
transformation Tt→s can be used to synthesis target image Ît
from source image Is with geometric projection. The lumen
sub-network predicts the lumen segmentation in a supervised
fashion. The lumen sub-network takes a single image and
segments the lumen in the image. Pathways connecting the
depth and lumen subnetworks enable mutual learning and
combine existing skills to learn new tasks faster and more
effectively. For inference, only the depth and lumen sub-
networks are used.

A. Self-Supervised Depth Estimation

Our self-supervised monocular depth estimation frame-
work is used in the proposed depth estimation framework
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Fig. 2. SoftEnNet: The multi-task network predicts depth and lumen location in the image simultaneously. SoftEnNet consists of two sub-networks
for each task. These sub-networks are connected with task-specific feature guidance (TFG) layers to create multiple pathways between networks sharing
functional feature space. The guidance layers consist of a pixel-adaptive convolutional layer (PAC) and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). The guidance features
are used to adapt PAC kernels applied to the task features. Left: Pathways from lumen network to depth network. Center: Pathways from depth network
to lumen network. Right: Task-specific feature guidance (TFG) layer.

with two networks:

• Depth Network: ND : It → Dt takes a monocular
image It and predicts corresponding dense depth maps
Dt.

• Pose Network: NP : (It, Is) → Tt→s takes two suc-
cessive image frames (It, Is) to predict the six degrees
of freedom (DOFs) rigid transformation Tt→s between
source Is and target It image.

Self-supervised depth is achieved by using view synthesis
[26] between video frames as supervision. Below we explain
the image synthesis function and its inverse (π, π−1), image
reconstruction loss Lv , depth consistency loss Lc, edge-
guided smoothness loss Le, and valid mask V used in self-
supervised depth and pose loss.

1) Image synthesis: Projection function π maps the 3D
point cloud to 2D image coordinates and unprojection func-
tion π−1 maps the 2D image to 3D world coordinates. The
target image Ît can be synthesized from source images Is
by projecting image coordinates from target to source with
rigid transformation Tt→s, projection π and unprojection
π−1 function, then inverse sampling pixel values with remap
function ζ. A point cloud Pt can be generated from estimated
depth Dt for corresponding input image It as follows:

ps = π(Tt→sPt), Pt = π−1(pt, Dt), Îijt = ζ(Ii
′j′

s )
(1)

where pt is the set of image coordinate and Pt is the 3D
point cloud corresponding to target image It. The relative
pose Tt→s from target to source image is estimated by the
pose network. This relative pose can be used to transform
target cloud point to source cloud point Ps = Tt→sPt.
With the projection model π, the 3D cloud point Ps can
be mapped to source image coordinate ps as follows. Target
image can be synthesized by inverse warping source image
coordinate and sampling [27] with ζ. The projected source
image coordinate ps(i

′, j′) will be used to sample pixel

values with sampling function ζ to generate target image Ît.
The differentiable spatial transformer network [28] is used to
synthesize images with bilinear interpolation. Interpolation is
used to find the approximate pixel values in the source image
as the inverse transformed grid may not fall on image grid
points.

2) Image reconstruction loss: The photometric loss Lv

between the reference frame and the reconstructed frame act
as a self-supervised loss for the depth network. Following
previous works [29], [30], [31], we use Structural Similarity
(SSIM) [32] along with L1 for the photometric loss with
weight η. This takes advantage of the ability of SSIM
denoted as S(.) to handle complex illumination change along
with robust to outliers L1 loss as follows:

Ls
v(It, Ît) =

1

|V |
∑
p∈V

η
1− S(It(p), Ît(p))

2

+ (1− η)|It(p)− Ît(p)| (2)

Here, |V | is the number of valid pixels in the validity mask
V . Masking out pixels with V that violates non-zero optical
flow and Lambertian surface assumption avoid propagation
of corrupted gradients into the networks. The validity mask
is computed as follows:

V =Mego · (|It(p)− Ît(p)| < |It(p)− Is(p)|) (3)

Mego is the binary mask of valid pixels similarly to [30].
The pixels that appear to be static between source and
target images caused by no ego motion, special lighting, lens
artifacts and low texture are marked invalid in V . Parts of
photometric loss that violate the assumptions generate a large
loss, yielding a large gradient which potentially worsens
the performance. Following [33], we clip the loss with θ
which is the pth percentile of Lv , to removes the outliers as
Lv(si) = min(si, θ) where si is ith cost in Lv .



TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE STUDY ON SOFTENNET ON UCL 2019 SYNTHETIC DATA. IN Simple Pathways MODEL, PAC ARE REPLACED BY CONV IN TFG

LAYERS. BEST VALUES ARE BOLD AND SECOND BEST ARE UNDERLINED.

Model Depth Semantic

Abs Rel ↓ Sq Rel ↓ RMSE ↓ RMSE log ↓ δ < 1.25 ↑ δ < 1.252 ↑ δ < 1.253 ↑
Lumen

IoU ↑
Mean
IoU ↑

SfMLearner [29] 0.451 0.711 1.768 0.537 0.366 0.618 0.785 - -
Monodepth1 [27] 0.444 0.752 1.755 0.531 0.371 0.625 0.790 - -

DDVO [34] 0.452 0.772 1.768 0.538 0.366 0.618 0.785 - -
Monodepth2 [35] 0.446 0.756 1.757 0.532 0.360 0.624 0.789 - -
HR Depth [36] 0.448 0.762 1.762 0.534 0.369 0.621 0.788 - -

AF-SfMLearner [37] 0.387 0.618 1.648 0.480 0.420 0.686 0.831 - -
AF-SfMLearner2 [38] 0.352 0.545 1.581 0.448 0.445 0.712 0.852 - -

Baseline Depth 0.332 0.565 1.364 0.376 0.497 0.789 0.913 - -
Baseline Lumen - - - - - - - 0.912 0.954
Simple Pathways 0.150 0.144 0.720 0.187 0.814 0.947 0.981 0.931 0.964

SoftEnNet 0.145 0.112 0.650 0.184 0.823 0.954 0.983 0.931 0.964

3) Depth consistency loss: Depth consistency [39] loss Lc

ensure that the depth maps Ds, Dt estimated by the depth
network with source and target images Is, It represent the
same 3D scene. Minimizing this loss not only encourages
depth consistency in the sequence but also in the entire
sequence with overlapping image batches. Depth consistency
loss is defined as:

Ls
c(Ds, Dt) =

1

|V |
∑
p∈V

DCs

DCs =
|D̂t

s(p)− D̂s(p)|
D̂t

s(p) + D̂s(p)

(4)

where D̂t
s is the projected depth of Dt with pose Tt→s

which corresponds to depth at image Is and D̂t
s need to

be compared with Ds but cannot be done as the projection
does not lie in the grid of Ds. Thus, D̂s is generated using
the differentiable bilinear interpolation on Ds and compared
with D̂t

s. The inverse of DC will act as occlusion mask
Mo that can mask out occluded pixels from source to target
view, mainly around the haustral folds of the colon. The
image reconstruction loss Ls is re-weighted with Mo mask
as follow:

Ls
v
′ =

1

|V |
∑
p∈V

Ms
o · Ls

v

Ms
o = 1−DCs

(5)

4) Edge-guided smoothness loss: The depth maps are
regularized with an edge guided smoothness loss as homo-
geneous and low texture region does not induce information
in image reconstruction loss. The smoothness loss is adapted
from [34] as follows:

Ls
e(It, Dt) =

∑
p∈I

e−OIt(p)OD′t(p) (6)

where O denotes first order gradient and D′t =
(1/Dt)/mean(1/Dt) means normalized inverse depth. To
avoid the optimizer getting trapped in local minima, the

depth estimation and loss are computed at multiple scale
[29], [35]. The total loss is averaged over scales (S=4) and
image batches:

Ld =
1

S

S∑
s=1

σ1L
s
v
′ + σ2L

s
c + σ3L

s
e (7)

B. Lumen Segmentation

Lumen segmentation is defined as a per-pixel class assign-
ment. Each pixel is assigned a class label c ∈ C = {0, 1, 2}.
where 0 indicates colon wall, and 1 indicates lumen. The
lumen segmentation network NL : It → St is trained in
a supervised manner with ground truth lumen maps Ŝt, Ŝs.
This network predicts a posterior probability S that a pixel
belongs to a class c ∈ C, which is then compared to the one-
hot encoded ground truth labels Ŝ inside the cross-entropy
loss as follows:

Ll = −
∑
c∈C

Ŝt,c · log(St,c) + Ŝs,c · log(Ss,c) (8)

C. Multi-Task Joint Optimization

Multi-task learning involves the problem of optimizing
a model for multiple objectives. The naive approach to
combining multi-objective losses would be to perform a
weighted linear sum of the losses for each task:

L = wdLd + wlLl (9)

where wd and wl are weights corresponding to depth
estimation and lumen segmentation task, respectively. How-
ever, performance would be susceptible to weight value
w and these hyper-parameters are expensive to tune. We
adopt a more convenient approach to learning the optimal
weights: we follow [40] to weight our multi-task objectives
by considering the homoscedastic uncertainty of each task:

L =
1

2γ21
Ld +

1

2γ22
Ll + log(1 + γ1) + log(1 + γ2) (10)



Homoscedastic uncertainty [40] is task-specific and does
not change with varying input. Increasing the noise parameter
lowers the weight for the particular task with learnable
parameters γ. The objective optimizes a more significant
uncertainty, which should result in a minor contribution of
the task’s loss to the total loss. This lets us simultaneously
learn quantities with different units or scales in depth and
lumen estimation. The noise parameter γ1 and γ2 weights
depth and lumen, respectively. During our experiments we
found that γ1 is quite low compared to γ2.

IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

We propose a novel symbiotic multi-task SoftEnNet that
simultaneously predicts depth, pose, and lumen segmenta-
tion. SoftEnNet consists of three subnetworks: Depth, Pose,
and Lumen. As related tasks like depth estimation and lumen
segmentation could benefit from each other, depth and lumen
networks are connected with pathways to facilitate informa-
tion exchange as shown in Fig. 2. Depth at the farthest visual
space in an image is defined as the lumen. Lumen prediction
will improve with dense depth estimation, while depth at the
farthest points will improve with lumen segmentation. Multi-
scale pathway connections are built between sub-networks
that enable the exchange of task-specific features at coarse
to fine scales.

We defined the task-specific feature guidance (TFG) layer
in each pathway connection to inject depth information into
the lumen network and lumen segmentation information into
the depth network as shown in Fig. 2. Inspired by [41], the
TFG layer leverages the knowledge from the guidance task
to the target task network using pixel-adaptive convolutions
[42] (PAC). The PAC layer addresses some limitations in-
herent in standard convolution operations, such as translation
invariance, which makes it content-agnostic. The TFG layers
in depth and lumen pathways generate depth-aware semantic
and semantic-aware depth feature representations. These
guided feature maps disambiguate semantically, and depth
features, resulting in better feature space for prediction. The
TFG layer consists of a PAC layer followed by ReLU [43].
To ensure a better starting condition for further training, we
scale the guiding features by a constant PAC-α. In the initial
training epochs, the guidance feature is scaled by a small
constant, making it behave very similarly to the traditional
convolutional layer. Later during the training, PAC-α is
increased gradually to 1.

The depth sub-network is inspired by [35] with ResNet18
[44] as the backbone and multiscale decoder that predicted
depth at four different scales. The lumen sub-network fol-
lows a similar U-Net architecture as the depth network,
with ResNet18 as the backbone and decoder that predicted
lumen segmentation at the highest scale. Following [35], the
pose sub-network shares the depth encoder weights, and the
decoder consists of a sequence of four convolutional layers.

TABLE II
ABLATION STUDY ON TASK WEIGHT ON UCL 2019 SYNTHETIC DATA.

Depth AND Lumen INDICATE BASELINE DEPTH AND LUMEN

SEGMENTATION NETWORKS. L DENOTES LEARNED TASK WEIGHTS.

Model wd, wl
Depth Semantic

RMSE ↓ δ < 1.25 ↑
Lumen

IoU ↑
Mean
IoU ↑

Depth - 0.681 0.811 - -
Lumen - - - 0.912 0.954

SoftEnNet 0.4, 0.6 0.679 0.815 0.901 0.948
SoftEnNet 0.6, 0.4 0.661 0.814 0.919 0.958
SoftEnNet 0.7, 0.3 0.669 0.819 0.920 0.958
SoftEnNet 1.0, 1.0 0.681 0.813 0.917 0.956
SoftEnNet L 0.650 0.823 0.931 0.964

TABLE III
TFG PAC-α ABLATION STUDY ON UCL 2019 SYNTHETIC DATA.

0.0001→ 1 DENOTES THAT THE PAC-α IS INCREASE FROM 0.0001 TO 1

DURING TRAINING.

PAC-α Depth Lumen

RMSE ↓ δ < 1.25 ↑
Lumen

IoU ↑
Mean
IoU ↑

0.0001 0.685 0.816 0.935 0.966
0.001 0.658 0.821 0.936 0.966
0.01 0.646 0.820 0.936 0.966
0.1 0.888 0.811 0.928 0.962
1.0 0.761 0.788 0.928 0.963

0.0001 → 1 0.650 0.823 0.931 0.964

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation details

The models are built using Pytorch [45] with Adam [46]
optimizer to minimize the training error. The model is trained
on an Nvidia A6000 for 40 epochs with a batch size of
20. The initial learning rate of the model is 0.0001, which
is then cut in half after 30 epochs. The sigmoid output d
of the depth network is scaled as D = 1/(d · 1/(dmax −
dmin) + 1/dmin), where dmin = 0 and dmax = 20.0 units
correspond to 0 − 20cm. UCL 2019 synthetic dataset [47]
image network input image size is 256×256 (height × width)
and our CTM dataset is 512×768. These hyperparameters are
empirically determined: η = 0.85, σ1 = 1.0, σ2 = 0.5, and
σ3 = 0.001. We perform horizontal flipping on 50% of the
images in the UCL 2019 dataset. Because of the off-centered
principal point of the wide-angle camera, image flipping is
not performed in the CTM dataset. The clip loss p = 95
following [33]. PAC-α is initially set to 0.0001 and doubled
every 5 epochs until it reaches 1.

1) UCL 2019 synthetic dataset: The UCL synthetic data
[47] is created using human CT colonography and manual
segmentation and meshing. The Unity engine is used to
generate RGB images of size 256 × 256 with a virtual
pinhole camera (90◦ FOV, two attached light sources) and
depth maps with a maximum range of 20cm. The dataset
contains 15,776 RGB images, and ground truth depth maps
divided into train, validation, and test sets with ratio 8:1:1.
The dataset is divided into nine subsets, each with three



Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of SoftEnNet with RVGAN [48], XDCycleGAN [49], CycleGAN [50], ExPix2Pix [47], Monodepth2 [35] and SfMLearner
[29] on RVGAN real colonoscopy images.

lighting conditions and one of three materials. Light sources
differ in spot angle, range, color, and intensity, while mate-
rials differ in color, reflectiveness, and smoothness. Lumen
segmentation ground truth was extracted from ground truth
depth maps by clipping the depth map at 95 percentile depth.

2) Colonoscopy training model dataset: The Colon Train-
ing Model (CTM) dataset was captured using an off-the-
shelf full HD camera (1920× 1080, 30Hz, 132◦ HFOV, 65◦

VFOV, 158◦ DFOV, FID 45-20-70, white ring light around
camera) inside a plastic phantom used for medical profes-
sional training. The phantom simulates the 1:1 anatomy of
the human colon, including internal diameter, overall length,
and haustral folds, as seen in an optical colonoscopy. While
recording videos, the camera is attached to a linear actuator
that moves forward and backward with a constant speed of
approximately 2 cm/s. The dataset contains approximately
10,000 images divided into an 8:2 train and validation set
with varying internal and external light settings, but no
ground truth depth maps are provided. Lumen segmentation
pseudo ground truths are extracted from baseline depth
predicted by clipping at 95 percentile depth.

B. Quantitative study

The unique structural restriction of real colon precludes
the collection of ground truth depth with a true depth sensor.
Thus, quantitative depth evaluation can only be conducted on
synthetic data such as UCL 2019, even though the current
synthetic data generation is not realistic enough to mimic real
colon surface properties. The SoftEnNet depth estimation is
assessed on UCL 2019 test dataset with evaluation metrics
in [53] and compare with other state-of-the-art methods in
Table I. UCL synthetic data contains some texture, such
as blood veins and haustral folds. The depth evaluation
demonstrates the benefit of the validity mask, which ignores
pixels that do not contribute to the photometric loss. It is
also found that clipping off high photometric loss improves
model performance.

C. Qualitative analysis

It is challenging to evaluate the quantitative depth of real
colonoscopy data such as Endomapper [51], LDPolypVideo
[52], or RVGAN [48] dataset. Many real-world character-
istics of the colon, such as surface reflectance and light
diffusion of different tissue types, are taxing to mimic in
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Fig. 4. Qualitative analysis on synthetic datasets like UCL 2019 synthetic
and Endomapper synthetic dataset, Colonoscopy Training Model (CTM)
dataset, and real colonoscopy images like LDPolyVideo and Endomapper
dataset (top to bottom). Baseline depth denotes depth estimated by depth
network alone and SoftEnNet depth denotes depth estimated by SoftEnNet.
SoftEnNet lumen shows the lumen segmentation (red-lumen and green-
colon wall).

a simulator. Furthermore, a real colon is not rigid which
complicates view synthesis even further. The depth network
was found to leave holes in the depth maps when trained
on a low-textured CTM with only image reconstruction loss.
Low-textured regions are common in the real colon wall;
how these regions are handled is critical for data-driven
methods that rely on view synthesis. The validity mask
described in Section III-A.2 effectively removes specular
lighting, lens artifacts, and zero optical flow regions. The
depth consistency loss described in Section III-A.3 aids the
network in learning geometric consistency from frame to
frame and preventing flickering in depth maps. The depth
network trained on CTM learns to predict depth directly from
highly distorted images using the image synthesizer III-A.1
with high FOV projection models like Double Sphere [54].
The qualitative analysis of the proposed SoftEnNet shown in
Fig. 4 clearly shows the symbiotic relation brings out more
details in the depth estimation, especially on the haustral
folds. Fig. 3 shows a qualitative comparison of the proposed
model depth prediction with state-of-the-art methods on real
colonoscopy dataset [48]. The proposed model’s robustness
proves superior to that of RVGAN [48], XDCycleGAN
[49], CycleGAN [50], ExPix2Pix [47], Monodepth2 [35] and
SfMLearner [29] with difficult real colonoscopy images.

D. Ablation study

Table II demonstrates the impact of learned task weights
considering homoscedastic uncertainty against hand-crafted
task weights. Table III shows the advantage of evolving PAC-
α from a smaller initial value during training instead of a
fixed alpha. Lower PAC-α indicates less information passed
between sub-networks, but PAC-α = 1 in the initial training

stage makes the depth and lumen segmentation accuracy
decrease.

VI. CONCLUSION

Understanding 3D and lumen tracking is essential for
autonomous colonoscopy endorobot locomotion and surgi-
cal tasks. In this work, we developed a novel symbiotic
network, SoftEnNet, that simultaneously predicts depth and
lumen segmentation. The depth and lumen sub-network in
SoftEnNet leverages the target task with guidance from the
other task. We also introduced a novel validity mask that
removes pixels affected by specular lighting, low texture
surface, and violate Lambertian surface. This work can
be used to implement autonomous tasks, which require a
real-time closed-loop controller between the vision system
and the device. The vision system proposed in this study
can provide the direction of the locomotion to autonomous
locomotion algorithms, i.e., the center of the lumen. Future
planned works concerns the integration of the current vision
system with the locomotion [5] and low-level controller
[55]. This includes testing the stability of the output against
real camera movements, as these affect illumination (carried
by the robot), hence image appearance, possibly reducing
quality of the video as well as of the estimated depth maps
and lumen location.
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